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■ Editorial ■

Is Percutaneous Dilatational Tracheostomy Safe to Perform in the Intensive Care Unit?
Jae Hwa Cho, M.D., Ph.D.
Division of Pulmonary and Critical Care Medicine, Department of Internal Medicine, Inha University Hospital, Inha University School of Medicine, Incheon, Korea

Percutaneous dilatational tracheostomy (PDT) is a commonly performed procedure in patients
with respiratory failure. Its safety was compared with that of surgical tracheostomy at home and
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abroad. In Korea, Moon et al.[1] revealed the results skewed toward PDT in 1994 after comparing
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the two procedures. However, PDT had not been actively performed in local clinical contexts due
to various reasons such as insurance coverage. In 2009, the Ministry of Health, Welfare and
Family Affairs officially recognized PDT as a new surgical procedure. Since then, clinical applications of PDT have gradually increased even in the intensive care unit (ICU).[2] The present
journal includes a study whether there were differences in procedure time and complications between PDT performed by trainees subspecializing in critical care medicine (CCM) and intensivist-led PDT. But no differences were found.[3]
In many studies, PDT has been shown to be safe and effective as conventional surgical tracheostomy (CST) in patients with normal airway anatomy. Bleeding, one of the major complications
of PDT, occurred in 7% to 24% of patients, and mortality was less than 1% in patients with bleeding complications.[4-9] Their study found bleeding complications in 3.1% of patients in the trainee-led PDT group and 2.2% in the intensivist-led PDT group, showing no significant difference.
Additional approach such as preoperative ultrasound therapy or intraoperative bronchoscopic
guidance may lower the incidence of PDT-related complcations, although their effectiveness is still
controversial in the absence of enough evidence.[10] However, these assisting procedures are likely useful to perform for better safety when physicians do not have enough experience to feel comfortable with PDT procedure. The safety of tracheostomy is affected by technical factors related to
the procedure and surgical skills. And PDT can be simpler to perform for physicians with non-surgical specialty, compared with CST. In fact, residents in otorhinolaryngology demonstrated shorter
procedure time and less complications when performing PDT, compared their performance with
CST.[11] In previous study, they reported that PDT was a safe and feasible procedure to be performed by trainees in CCM with non-surgical specialty.[2] Our assertion was based on the fact
that trainees participating in the subspeciality training program of CCM have their own specialty,
which are as varied as internal medicine, surgery, anesthesia, etc. Most trainees have enough clinical and surgical experiences; they are well prepared to perform PDT after a short-term training
backed by video simulation and participating in actual operations.
Tracheostomy is conducted in either surgical department or otorhinolaryngologic department
when it is performed by surgeons, causing some limitations such as time consuming and transport
of ICU patients. However, ICU patients can have PDT in a more timely manner when it is performed by ICU physicians because there is no problem in locating an anatomical landmark. As
mentioned above, the proficiency of physicians is important to ensure the safety and effectiveness
of PDT. Therefore, effective training programs should be developed and implemented to assist
trainees in obtaining sufficient anatomical knowledge and technical skills.
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